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SPOTLIGHT: DIVING AND UNDERWATER ENGINEERING

SLAB HANDS

How do you remove a slab of concrete weighing thousands of tonnes and sitting
20M below water level at the bottom of a narrow berth? One company knows how.

Long arms: the Caterpillar has a
30M reach

Junction: The concrete slab had to be broken up into 13t pieces, which were individually lifted by the 100t excavator
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By Olivia Gagan

D

emolition and removal
of a redundant 8,000t
concrete berthing ‘dolphin’ 20m underwater
on the floor of a shipping berth
at Southampton Container Port
required a delicate approach.
Removing the slab was critical
to efforts to increase the capacity
of berth space at the port.
The Port of Southampton

handles in excess of 42 million
tonnes of cargo annually –
around 7% of the UK’s entire
seaborne trade. Container
numbers have been forecast to
swell from 1.38 million in 2005 to
2.69 million in 2020.
However, adjacent quay walls,
the sheer depth at which the slab
was situated and the everyday
challenges of undertaking a
project in one of the UK’s busiest
ports meant that removing the
concrete slab was not without its
difficulties.
Long reach excavator specialist
WM Plant Hire undertook the
project as part of client Associated British Ports (ABP)’s
upgrade and modernisation work
at the port.
Working for specialist
contractor Commercial Marine
& Piling (CMP), WM Plant Hire
employed its 100t Caterpillar
excavator with a 30m reach for
the job.
But before demolition could
begin, the slab had to be precisely
located.

A computerised dig system
was used to enable operators on
land to accurately “see” and map
the object underwater. This was
linked to a radio tide gauge to
provide the operator with realtime information on tidal movements around the slab.
Adjacent quay walls were also
carefully monitored for movement.
WM Plant Hire director
Damian McGettrick explains
the process: “Selecting the right
machine was essential to ensure

“The 13t concrete
pieces were lifted up
from the sea bed one
by one, which was
a real challenge in
itself”
Damian McGettrick,
WM Plant Hire

Data: an underwater survey
that at the extreme depth of
water, there was sufficient power
to break out the high strength
concrete, which was of marine
specification C40 design.
“A heavy duty underwater
breaker was fitted to the machine
to break up the concrete,” he says.
The concrete was broken up
into 13t pieces and removed
using a specially strengthened
rock bucket fitted to the longreach excavator.
“The pieces were lifted up from
the sea bed one by one, which
was a real challenge in itself,”
says McGettrick.
The computerised dig system
was also used to produce a grid
pattern to progress the demolition sequence.
Once completed, GPS radio
antennae produced a profile
of the dug out space and a full
hydrographic and sub-bottom
survey was undertaken.
These demonstrated that
the concrete had been removed
successfuly, allowing the berth to
be used safely once again.

